
He’s a seasoned, soulful, salt of the earth virtuoso... 
singing clean from the gut as if life and music naturally 
mix and match.   CRUZAN Magazine - Santa Cruz, CA

...pearls of originality and great songwriting... Overman may 
just be one of the greats.  Good Times   Santa Cruz, CA

...a natural and unpretentious voice... rambunctious slide 
guitar... with infectious realness he bares his soul.   
Clubs and Pubs - Sonoma County, CA

During his lengthy career... Overman has developed an 
eclectic repertoire... one of the most original and trend-free 
musicians...   GvonT - Sing Out!

...a triumph of hard work and devotion to one’s art in a 
world of practicality and compromise.   
Half Moon Bay Revue - Half Moon Bay, CA

...passion, efficiency, 
stamina, and sincerity 
like no other... 
phenomenal abilities 
with writing and 

performing from the heart and soul... must-see-and-hear-for 
yourself...  Tacoma Reporter - Tacoma, WA

Here’s a band that (has) a strong spiritual bent... spinning out 
songs of positive intent...Mick Overman has obviously been 
around, and has the chops to prove it.   
Bill Bentley - Studio City Sun

...has now become part of the foundation of the music in the 
Monterey Bay... a major part of that.   Sleepy John Sandidge - 
promoter / producer / host (Snazzy Productions / KPIG.com)

I don’t know who he is or from where he hails but when a CD 
is this good, I don’t much care... ****1/2 stars   
Dave Good - NBC.com - San Diego

vox 831.234.3230
booking@mickoverman.com

mickoverman.com • youtube.com/mickoverman
facebook.com/MickOvermanMusic



Empty City 1994 MRD 00 30101 2
Overman’s debut remains an impressive introduction to the songwriter and performer. “If I Were You” 
and “Twelve Main Highways” stand out as favorites. Fairly mainstream and radio-friendly production with stylistic 
diversity in songwriting make this record a favorite among the general public.

Lucky. 1996 MRD 00 30102 2
Produced by Santana bassist Myron Dove and considered sonically superior this 
is a favorite among musicians. Overman steps out as a guitarist and showcases 
his slide style. Between the rock cuts and the organic acoustic takes, “Lucky.” has a jazzy and atmospheric texture. 
The relentless “Right Where It Started From” and the ethereal “Korean Woman” with Myron’s lyrical bass solo 
stand out as well as the autobiographical “Down The Block,” which was written and recorded in one take during 
the final session.
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Good Thing Happen 2006 MRD 00 301106 2      
“Good Thing Happen” is the first release presented as a Mick Overman & The Maniacs project.
This lineup performed together since the release of “Authentic” and the addition of Patrick O’Connor 
whose creative contributions of songwriting and unique electric mandolin textures provide additional 
colors to an already diverse spectrum.
“Good Thing Happen” continues Overman’s collaboration with bassist and vocalist Craig Owens of more 
than 30 years.  “Jim Norris is one of the deepest and most spiritual drummers I’ve ever worked with. 
Recording with him after many years of association represents the completion of one of my career goals.”
When Cookie Marenco joined up as engineer and co-producer another key element emerged. Marenco 
has long been recognized as one of the recording industry’s most influential women and brought a new 
perspective to the production of Overman’s work. Mick notes that “It’s the first time a woman’s point of 
view has so dramatically influenced the making of one of my records.”

Mister Double Happiness 2008 MRD 00 301107 2      
Cookie Marenco and Mick discussed doing an all acoustic project for several years. That’s exactly 
what this is. Acoustic instruments are used exclusively. Only microphones are plugged in. 
“Mister Double Happiness” (like all Mick’s releases) is recorded and mixed on analog tape. 
It’s an audiophile-quality product. 
The Turtle Island String Quartet’s Mark Summer alternately shines and rocks on ‘cello. David 
Hayes of  Van Morrison’s band for over three decades returns on acoustic bass with the same 
magic to join Overman for their first recording since the previous all acoustic 1998 “Mileage.” 
Henry Salvia’s accordion is...an experience all its own. Maniacs member Patrick O’Connor 
supports on a variety of stringed and percussion instruments and Peter Booras plays drums. 
Eight new Overman originals including standout opening track “The Elemental Now” and “Save 
The World By Bedtime” are presented here along with “Catch More Bees (With Honey)” and 
“Shine On Me Now.” 60s covers include “Secret Agent Man” and “Walk Away Renee.” Prince’s 
“When You Were Mine” (which is a party in itself) and Jules Shear’s & The Bangles “If She Knew 
What She Wants” pay respect to the 80’s while Laura Nyro’s 70’s spiritual “Save The Country” 
provides the finale on a hopeful note.

               Authentic 2002 MRD 00 30105 2      
Santana Bassist Myron Dove and Overman assembled what they felt was the ideal group for this minimally pro-
duced project with Santana drummer Billy Johnson and Zero keyboardist Chip Roland. Mick wrote these songs 
as one result of a two-year relative seclusion and detachment from  the  business  end  of  the music 
business after 12 years of continuous work and touring. “Authentic” is consistently engaging and the songs reveal 
changes in perspective and priorities. Acoustic cuts “Tying Up Loose Ends” and “Bulletproof” are rich with depth 
and introspection. Rockers “Clear As A Bell” and “No Good Reason” are as intense as anything he’s done. “Prayer 
For Corina” and “If I Had It” are impactful and emotional while “Junkyard Religion” and “All That I Can Give” are 
just plain funky.
           Mileage 1998 MRD 00 30103 2
“It’s all acoustic and live in the studio with no overdubs and we left the mistakes in” state the handwritten liner 
notes of  “Mileage” which was written and recorded during 31/2 years of almost nonstop touring. The music is 
felt as much as heard due to both the presence of David Hayes (Van Morrison’s bassist/bandleader/coproducer 
of more than 30 years) whose acoustic bass sings on “Soften The Rough Edges Of The Night” and to the 
absence of studio technology. Mick showcases his unaccompanied lead and slide playing on “Heard You Crying 

Late One Night” and “Get The Lead Out.” 
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Max Records Artist Mick Overman / Mick Overman & The Maniacs 
songwriter / singer / guitarist  / bandleader and solo acoustic performer

His music is best described as "Bluesy Folk & Roll with Jazz Attitude" 
and his performance and guitar style as "Berklee College of Caveman."

Having performed as many as 379 shows in one year, Overman has long been regarded as one of the 
West Coast’s hardest working and prolific artists. 

Mick Overman is a complete badass.   Nathalie Weinstein - The Daily Barometer - OSU Corvallis, OR

Mick is a great talent, a ball of fire, and a joy to perform with.   David Hayes - recording artist / producer / bassist (Van Morrison) 

Overman has certainly earned his share of well-deserved praise...his six releases have been regarded as treasures... 
keenly observed songwriting and devastatingly powerful delivery... a world-class songwriter and slide-guitarist 
who deserves all the plaudits he’s received.   Metro Santa Cruz - CA

...warm, expressive and compassionate...unshakeable sense of optimism...lyrics acting as a bastion of instantly accessible plain-folk 
wisdom...an artully persuasive argument for appreciating the simpler things in life, adhering to a glass-half-full philosophy and 
sustaining that rush of goodwill that comes from a constant counting of blessings...   Amanda Martinez - Good Times - Santa Cruz

Mick Overman is one of those unique talents...A prodigy in the musical, political and spiritual sense...hits it with the perfection 
you’d expect...he is doing exactly what and how he wants.   Dave Terpeny - KyndMusic.com

...such zeal and energy that the onlooker is left breathless...soul baring sincere lyrics have 
earned rave reviews all around.   Coast Weekly - Monterey County, CA 

No pretense or facade; just pure, honest music from the heart.  Overman’s wailing slide-playing 
can raise hair on the back of the neck...an unsung hero of the “broken bottle.”   Showcase Music Times - San Jose, CA
 
Overman’s versatility and undying enthusiasm shine like headlights through the morning fog.   Spotlight/The Sentinel - Santa Cruz, CA
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